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Abstract
Background: Partners of cancer patients are at elevated risk of experiencing
psychological distress. Psychological distress is known to be countered by the
protective factor, resilience. The relationship between psychological distress
and resilience among partners of cancer patients remains to be examined by
quantitative studies. We aimed to investigate the association between psychological distress, and resilience and cancer-related psychological experience
among partners of cancer patients receiving outpatient chemotherapy. Methods: Spouses and significant others of cancer patients were consecutively
recruited into our cross-sectional study. The primary outcome was psychological distress, as assessed by the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale. The
primary explanatory variables were resilience, as assessed by the short Japanese version of the Resilience Scale, and cancer-related psychological experience. Traumatic stress was assessed by the Japanese-language version of the
Impact of Event Scale-Revised, while perception of caregiving burden and patients’ symptoms, and psychological support needs were assessed by single-item questions. To examine the association between psychological distress,
and resilience and partners’ psychological experience, hierarchical multiple
regression analysis was applied. Results: Psychological distress was evident in
33 of 109 partners, (30.3%, 95% confidence interval, 21.5 - 39.1). After adjusting for potential confounders, hierarchical multiple regression analysis
showed the main effect of resilience. In the final step, while resilience was not
found to be significant, psychological distress was observed to be positively
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associated with traumatic stress and perceived caregiving burden (β = 0.64, p
< 0.000; β = 0.22, p < 0.000, respectively). These two variables explained 72.2%
of the variance in psychological distress. Conclusions: The protective effect of
resilience on partners’ psychological distress is moderated by traumatic stress
and perceived caregiving burden during patients’ chemotherapy. The findings
of this study suggest that a systematic way of providing appropriate psychological service to appropriate partners of cancer patients is required.
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1. Introduction
Spouses and significant others of cancer patients (termed “partners” in this
study) are at elevated risk of experiencing psychological distress, such as depression and anxiety [1] [2] [3] [4]. The prevalence of depression in partners of cancer patients is approximately three times higher than that of the general population (30% in partners vs. 11% in the general population) [1]. Psychological distress experienced by partners has a large impact on entire families, not only on
the patients and partners themselves. Psychological distress in partners has been
shown to increase both the risk of depression in patients [5] [6] [7] [8] and the
risk of reduced family income [9].
Factors known to be associated with partners’ psychological distress are female gender [4] [10] and younger age [11]. In addition to these demographic
factors, cancer-related psychological experiences also affect partners’ psychological distress. Partners’ psychological distress has also been found to be associated
with intrusion, a psychological reaction to stress characterized by unbidden
thoughts and images, troubled dreams, strong pangs or waves of feelings, and
repetitive behavior [5] [12]. Partners’ psychological distress is also known to be
affected by perceived caregiving burden during patient treatment. Partners with
a negative perception of caregiving are more depressed than those who do not
perceive caregiving negatively [2] [13]. Similarly, a higher level of psychological
distress has been observed in partners who appraise patient treatment as stressful than that in those who appraise treatment positively [14]. Furthermore, partners’ anxiety is reportedly predicted by unmet emotional and spiritual needs [15].
Unlike these risk factors, resilience protects against psychological distress. Resilience is an important component that determines individuals’ reactions to
personal stress and their coping strategies [16]. Additionally, resilience may be
viewed as a defense mechanism that enables people to thrive in the face of adversity [17]. Higher resilience has been indicated by some studies about cancer
patients to be related to lower psychological distress [18] [19]. However, the relationship between resilience and psychological distress among partners has not
been examined quantitatively. Consequently, little is known about not only
DOI: 10.4236/ijcm.2017.88045
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whether resilience directly affects partners’ psychological distress but also
whether resilience can function in protecting partners’ mental health even in
adversity, such as encounters with risk factors shown in current evidences.
When patients are receiving chemotherapy, partners may experience great distress because they feel that is difficult to deal with patients’ side effects [20], and
participation in social activities decreases [9]. Therefore, the psychological distress experienced by partners of patients who receive chemotherapy needs to be
examined carefully. Understanding the mechanism of the relationship between
psychological distress and resilience may help with devising and implementing
practical interventions in daily clinical settings and with ensuring partners experiencing psychological distress receive attention in a timely manner.
Therefore, we aimed to investigate the association between psychological distress and resilience, and also to investigate the influence of cancer-related psychological experiences on relationship between psychological distress and resilience among partners of cancer patients receiving outpatient chemotherapy.

2. Methods
2.1. Study Design
In this cross-sectional study, partners of cancer patients receiving outpatient
chemotherapy were consecutively recruited between July 2012 and March 2014.
The participants completed a self-administered questionnaire survey at the Department of Medical Oncology at Toranomon Hospital in Tokyo, Japan (approximately 2000 chemotherapy sessions are carried out on outpatients per year,
and the number of admission is approximately 370 per year). Toranomon Hospital is the general hospital founded by Federation of National Public Service
Personnel Mutual Aid Associations, which has 868 beds and approximately 2700
outpatients per day. This study was approved by the Medical Research Ethics
Committee of Tokyo Medical and Dental University (1322) and the Institutional
Review Board and Ethics Committee of Toranomon Hospital (595). Written informed consent was obtained from all partners who participated in the study.

2.2. Participants and Procedures
Eligible participants were partners who were married or in a common law relationship with a patient with cancer, informed about the diagnosis, aged ≥20
years, and able to complete the self-administered questionnaire in Japanese. Patients or partners who visited the hospital were approached by a researcher (NI),
the patient’s oncologists (TT/YM/KS/AS), or two clinical research coordinators
(HS/KN) during or after consultation. All patients provided oral informed consent prior to approaching partners. Patients or partners received a stamped addressed envelope containing the questionnaire and consent form. Partners completed the questionnaire and returned it either directly or by mail to the hospital.
The questionnaire was anonymous to minimize response bias.
Among a total of 171 eligible participants, 122 partners returned the quesDOI: 10.4236/ijcm.2017.88045
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tionnaire, and one declined consent (response rate: 70.8%). After excluding participants who had more than 50% missing data on any of the three psychological
scales following the recommendation [21], 109 partners were included in the
analyses (valid response rate: 63.7%). Sample size was determined from the
recommendation for multiple regression analysis [22]. The recommendation
showed that 104 participants were appropriate for power level of 0.8, at an alpha
level of 0.05, medium effect size, and seven independent variables, suggesting
that our study sample of 109 was sufficient. The participant inclusion process is
shown in Figure 1.

2.3. Measures
Data on partners’ demographic characteristics and patients’ medical information
were collected from partners. We also assessed partners’ characteristics including psychological distress, resilience, and cancer-related psychological experience (i.e., traumatic stress, perception of caregiving burden and patients’
symptoms, and psychological support needs).
Partners’ demographic and patients’ disease characteristics
Partners’ demographic variables included age, sex, employment status, education level, duration of marriage/cohabitation, whether they had dependent
children (<20 years), and the person who received the questionnaire. Partners
were also asked whether they were receiving treatment for any illness: “Do you
have any illness for which you receive treatment currently?” (possible responses

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the participant inclusion process.
DOI: 10.4236/ijcm.2017.88045
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were “yes” or “no”). Patients’ disease characteristics included cancer site, cancer
stage, disease status, years since diagnosis, first treatment, treatment type, duration of current treatment, and prior experience of chemotherapy.
Psychological distress
To assess psychological distress, the Japanese version of the Hospital Anxiety
and Depression Scale (HADS) [23] [24] was used as the primary outcome. This
14-item scale is widely used to measure anxiety and depression in cancer patients and partners. The total scores range from 0 to 42, with higher scores indicating greater psychological distress. We used a cut-off point of 14/15 to classify
psychological distress. Previously, this cut-off point was determined in accordance with the Structured Clinical Interview for the Diagnostic and Statistical

Manual of Mental Disorders (3rd ed., rev.; DSM-III-R) for diagnosing adjustment disorder and/or major depressive disorder in Japanese cancer patients
(sensitivity, 72.2; specificity, 81.4) [25]. Cronbach’s alpha for the total score was
0.90 in this study.
Resilience
Resilience was assessed using the short Japanese version of the Resilience Scale
(RS-14) [26] [27]. The RS-14 measures the degree of individual resilience. The
scale consists of 14 items, with total scores ranging from 14 to 98. Higher scores
indicate greater resilience. In the present study, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.95.
Cancer-related psychological experience
Traumatic Stress
We used the Japanese-language version of the Impact of Event Scale-Revised
(IES-R-J) [28] [29] to assess cancer-related traumatic stress with three subscales
measuring intrusion, avoidance, and hyperarousal. This scale contains 22 items,
with total scores ranging from 0 to 88. Higher scores indicate greater traumatic
stress. Cronbach’s alpha in the present study was 0.95.
Perceived caregiving burden and patients’ symptoms, and psychological
support needs
We assessed perceived caregiving burden and patients’ symptoms, and psychological support needs using single-item questions. The caregiving burden including housework and patient care was rated using the Visual Analog Scale
ranging from 0 (none) to 10 (most severe), with the following instruction:
“Please rate the current degree of your burden of housekeeping and/or caring for
your partner using the following scale. Higher scores indicate severe burden.”
Partners were also asked whether there were symptoms in the patient for which
they themselves felt pain, i.e., “Are there any symptoms for which you are feeling
pain among the symptoms currently appearing in your partner?”, and whether
they needed psychological support, i.e., “Do you think you need psychological
support?” (possible responses for both questions were “yes” or “no”).

2.4. Statistical Analysis
After excluding participants with more than 50% of missing data on either the
DOI: 10.4236/ijcm.2017.88045
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HADS, the IES-R-J, or the RS-14, mean values of each item were substituted for
the remaining missing items.
Descriptive statistics were calculated for partners’ demographic and patients’
disease characteristics, and partners’ psychological variables including prevalence of partners’ psychological distress.
Simple regression analyses were used to examine the association between
psychological distress, and demographic and disease variables. Hierarchical multiple regression analysis was used to examine the association between psychological distress, and resilience and partners’ psychological experience. In step 1,
age, sex, and variables that were shown to be statistically significant in simple
regression analyses were simultaneously entered into the model as potential
confounders. Age [11] and sex [4] [10] were chosen based on previous literature.
In step 2, resilience was entered to examine its main effect on psychological distress. In step 3, variables of cancer-related partners’ psychological experience
were entered to examine whether resilience functions even in adversity.
The confidence limits were set at 95%. For all analyses, SPSS Statistics 17.0
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used.

3. Results
3.1. Partner Characteristics
Partners’ demographic characteristics and patients’ disease characteristics differed statistically between the included and excluded groups for duration of
marriage/cohabitation, being treated for illness, cancer site, disease status, and
first treatment. Duration of marriage/cohabitation was shorter in the included
group than in the excluded group. For the other variables, less data were missing
in the included group than in the excluded group.
Table 1 shows partner demographic characteristics and Table 2 shows patient
disease characteristics. The median age of partners was 62.5 years (interquartile
range, 53.0 - 68.0). Most partners were men (67.0%), were employed (60.6%),
and held a bachelor’s degree or higher (61.5%). Approximately half of the cancer
patients had breast cancer (46.8%), were in stage III or IV (45.9%), and had an
illness duration of <1 year (51.4%).

3.2. Descriptive Statistics of Partners’ Psychological Variables
Of 109 partners, approximately one third (30.3%, 95% confidence interval [CI],
21.5 - 39.1) exhibited psychological distress with a cut-off point of 15 or higher
(Table 3). The mean score of HADS was 11.7 (standard deviation [SD] = 7.2),
ranging from 0 to 29. The mean scores of RS-14 and IES-R-J were 68.0 (SD =
14.7; range 25 - 95) and 19.3 (SD = 14.5; range 0 - 59), respectively. The median
value of caregiving burden was 3.0 (interquartile range, 1.0 - 5.0). Most partners
felt pain among the symptoms that appeared in their patient (65.1%), and approximately one third thought they needed psychological support (28.4%)
(Table 3).
DOI: 10.4236/ijcm.2017.88045
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3.3. Association of Demographic and Disease Variables, Resilience,
and Psychological Experience on Psychological Distress
In simple regression analyses examining the association between psychological
distress, and demographic and disease variables, only the recipient of the questionnaire was statistically significant (B = 3.13, p = 0.03); partner recipient was
significantly associated with higher psychological distress than patient recipient.
Table 1. Partner demographic characteristics (N = 109).
Characteristics

No. (%) of partners

Age , median (IQR), years

62.5

(53 - 68)

Missing

5

(4.6)

Male

73

(67.0)

Female

35

(32.1)

Missing

1

(0.9)

Employed

66

(60.6)

Retired/unemployed

18

(16.5)

Homemaker

22

(20.2)

Missing

3

(2.8)

Less than bachelor’s degree

40

(36.7)

Bachelor’s degree or higher

67

(61.5)

Missing

2

(1.8)

Median (IQR), year(s)

34.0

(24 - 42)

Missing

3

(2.8)

Yes

20

(18.3)

No

86

(78.9)

Missing

3

(2.8)

Yes

43

(39.4)

No

65

(59.6)

1

(0.9)

72

(66.1)

37

(33.9)

a

Sexa

Employment status

Education level

Duration of marriage/cohabitation

Dependent children (<20 years)

Partner being treated for illness

Missing
Recipient of the questionnaire
Patient
Partner

a

Abbreviation: IQR, interquartile range. Marked variables were entered in the regression analysis simultaneously as potential confounders.
a
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Table 2. Patient disease characteristics reported by partners (N = 109).
Characteristics

No. (%) of partners

Cancer site
Breast

51

(46.8)

Colorectal

17

(15.6)

Stomach

10

(9.2)

Other

28

(25.7)

Missing/Unknown

3

(2.8)

0/I/II

34

(31.2)

III/IV

50

(45.9)

Missing/Unknown

25

(22.9)

First episode

87

(79.8)

Metastases/recurrence

14

(12.8)

Missing/Unknown

8

(7.3)

<1

56

(51.4)

≥1 and <5

38

(34.9)

≥5

13

(11.9)

Missing

2

(1.8)

Surgery

60

(55.0)

Chemotherapy

42

(38.5)

Others

6

(5.5)

Missing/Unknown

1

(0.9)

Traditional chemotherapy

54

(49.5)

Targeted therapy

22

(20.2)

Traditional chemotherapy

19

(17.4)

14

(12.8)

Median (IQR), month(s)

3.0

(0–9)

Missing/Unknown

7

(6.4)

Yes

41

(37.6)

No

67

(61.5)

Missing

1

(0.9)

Cancer stage

Disease status

Years since diagnosis

First treatment

Treatment Type

Plus targeted therapy
Missing/Unknown
Duration of current treatment

Prior experience of chemotherapy

Abbreviation: IQR, interquartile range.
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics of partners’ psychological variables (N = 109).
Variables

No. (%) of partners

Psychological distress
HADS, mean (SD), range

11.7

(7.2)

0 - 29

Positive (≥15)

33

(30.3)

Negative (<15)

76

(69.7)

68.0

(14.7)

25 - 95

19.3

(14.5)

0 - 59

Median (IQR)

3.0

(1–5)

Missing

3

(2.8)

Yes

71

(65.1)

No

38

(34.9)

Yes

31

(28.4)

No

78

(71.6)

Resilience
RS-14, mean (SD), range
Cancer-related psychological experience
Traumatic stress
IES-R-J, mean (SD), range
Perceived caregiving burden

a

Presence of painful symptoms in the patient

Psychological support needs

Abbreviations: HADS, the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; IES-R-J, the Japanese-language version
of the Impact of Event Scale-Revised; IQR, interquartile range; RS-14, the short Japanese version of the Resilience Scale; SD, standard deviation. aAssessed using the Visual Analog Scale (range = 0 - 10).

A summary of hierarchical multiple regression analysis for partners’ psychological distress is shown in Table 4. In step 1, partner recipient was associated
with higher psychological distress (β = 0.31, p = 0.003). In step 2, a significant
association was shown between higher resilience and lower psychological distress (β = −0.39, p < 0.000), and partner recipient was significantly associated
with higher psychological distress (β = 0.28, p = 0.004). In step 3, higher traumatic stress and severer caregiving burden were significantly associated with
higher psychological distress (β = 0.64, p < 0.000; β = 0.22, p < 0.000, respectively). Resilience, presence of painful symptoms in the patient, and psychological
support needs were not observed to be significant. Traumatic stress and caregiving burden explained 72.2% of the variance in psychological distress.

4. Discussion
This study showed that the prevalence of psychological distress was 30.3%
among partners of cancer patients receiving outpatient chemotherapy. To the
best of our knowledge, only four studies have investigated the prevalence of
psychological distress among spouses and significant others of patients undergoing cancer treatment, with a reported prevalence of 30.5% - 38.9% [1] [2] [3]
DOI: 10.4236/ijcm.2017.88045
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Table 4. Hierarchical regression analysis for partners’ psychological distress (N = 101).
Partner psychological experience

Reference

B (SE)

β

95% CI

Step 1
Age
Sex
Recipient of the questionnaire

−0.04

(0.06)

−0.16

–

0.08

−0.06

Male

0.65

(1.48)

−2.29

–

3.59

0.04

Patient

4.47

(1.48)

1.53

–

7.42

0.31*

0.00

(0.06)

−0.11

–

0.12

0.00

Intercept = 11.28; R = 0.09*; Adjusted R = 0.06
2

2

Step 2
Age
Sex

Male

−0.31

(1.38)

−3.06

–

2.43

−0.02

Recipient of the questionnaire

Patient

4.05

(1.37)

1.34

–

6.77

0.28*

−0.19

(0.04)

−0.27

–

−0.10

−0.39*

−0.01

(0.04)

−0.08

–

0.06

−0.02

Resilience
Intercept = 22.77; R2 = 0.24*; Adjusted R2 = 0.21; ΔR2 = 0.15*
Step 3
Age
Sex

Male

−0.71

(0.83)

−2.36

–

0.94

−0.05

Recipient of the questionnaire

Patient

1.06

(0.85)

−0.63

–

2.75

0.07

Resilience

−0.02

(0.03)

−0.08

–

0.04

−0.04

Traumatic stress

0.31

(0.03)

0.25

–

0.38

0.64*

Perceived caregiving burden

0.67

(0.18)

0.30

–

1.03

0.22*

Presence of painful symptoms in the patient

No

1.68

(0.85)

−0.01

–

3.37

0.12

Psychological support needs

No

0.88

(0.90)

−0.91

–

2.67

0.06

Intercept = 4.49; R = 0.74*; Adjusted R = 0.72; ΔR = 0.51*
2

2

2

Abbreviations: B, unstandardized regression coefficients; β, standardized regression coefficients; CI, confidence interval; R2, multiple coefficient of determination; SE, standard error; ΔR2, change in multiple coefficient of determination. *p < 0.05.

[4]. The prevalence observed in these previous studies is almost the same as that
observed in our study. The concordance of prevalence may be a reflection of similarities in the study setting and patient clinical characteristics. Most of these
studies were conducted in an outpatient setting, and included a high proportion
of partners whose patients were receiving chemotherapy (68% - 94%) [1] [3] [4].
The hierarchical regression analysis showed a significant association between
greater resilience and lower psychological distress in step 2. However, in step 3,
greater traumatic stress and severer perception of caregiving burden were
strongly associated with higher psychological distress, and resilience was no
longer significant. This result indicates that resilience plays a protective role
against partners’ psychological distress, but that it does not function in the face
of certain types of adversity. Conversely, resilience is also known to give people
the ability to bounce back from hardship and trauma [30]. Therefore, the effect
of resilience on psychological distress may be temporarily moderated by facing
adversity, which may in turn help individuals recover from adversity afterwards.
DOI: 10.4236/ijcm.2017.88045
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To illustrate the trajectory of the function of resilience among partners of cancer
patients, longitudinal studies are needed [16].
Contrary to expectation, the presence of painful symptoms in patients was not
statistically significantly associated with partners’ psychological distress in the
hierarchical regression analysis, despite 65.1% of partners having reported the
presence of painful symptoms in the patient. This result did not agree with findings reported in a previous study; the level of psychological distress was higher
in partners who had negative perceptions regarding patients’ treatment than in
partners who had positive perceptions [14]. A possible explanation for this result
is that the partners in our study tended to regard patients’ side effects as evidence of a drug’s positive effect [31]. Because of this perception, partners’ psychological distress was not affected by the presence of patient symptoms, even if
partners perceived these symptoms as painful.
Likewise, psychological support needs were not found to be a statistically significantly associated with partners’ psychological distress. This result was inconsistent with the findings of a previous study [15]. This disagreement can be explained by differences in contents of caregiving burden that were examined simultaneously in the analysis. The previous study used consequence of caregiving
(e.g., disrupted schedule) to represent caregiving burden, whereas we directly
asked partners about the intensity of caregiving burden related to housework
and patient care. The results of our study indicate that partners tend to prioritize
patients’ needs over that of partners’, as described in a qualitative study of family
caregivers [32]. In other words, partners experiencing psychological distress
possibly do not always express their needs for psychological support even if they
need it. Therefore, partners who show reluctance in receiving psychological
support need attention.
From a clinical perspective, delivering appropriate psychosocial services to
partners who need support is a key issue [33]. Some researchers have reported
on low treatment rates for partners experiencing psychological distress [10] [34]
[35]; also indicating the importance of an early approach to partner distress [35].
To find partners who are in need of psychological support in a timely manner,
we recommend screening for partners’ psychological distress using a multi-step
approach, in which a very brief and non-invasive question is used as a first step
[36] [37]. Findings of the current study indicate that a simple questionnaire focused on partners’ traumatic stress and/or perception of caregiving burden
should be administered before conducting precise screening for partners with
suspected psychological distress. Identifying appropriate question items in future studies is also necessary for practical use. With respect to psychological services, the findings of the current study suggest that intervention, regardless of its
form, should be aimed at enhancing resilience that is suitable for partners’ psychological distress during patients’ chemotherapy, such as focusing on improving coping skills [38]. This is because resilience mediates the association between
coping skills and psychological distress [39]. Effective coping skills and methods
DOI: 10.4236/ijcm.2017.88045
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specifically targeting partners of cancer patients receiving chemotherapy should
also be examined in future study.
The current study has several limitations. First, its cross-sectional design did
not allow us to draw conclusions regarding causality. Second, the small sample
size may have limited the conclusiveness of our results. Although a significant
association was shown, further research is necessary because of uncertainties.
Third, we used a self-report instrument to assess psychological distress instead of
a standardized clinical interview; therefore, the prevalence estimated in the current study cannot be assumed to represent a diagnosis of psychiatric disorder.
Finally, the single-center study design limits generalizability to other populations
with different demographics or from other hospitals. The hospital where our
study was conducted is located in the center of Tokyo, Japan. This specificity
may have introduced selection bias, such as the sampling of participants with
high levels of education and income.

5. Conclusion
This study revealed that the protective effect of resilience on partners’ psychological distress is moderated by cancer-related partners’ negative psychological
experience, i.e., traumatic stress and perceived caregiving burden when patients
are receiving outpatient chemotherapy. Furthermore, partners with psychological distress do not always seek psychological support. These findings suggest the
necessity of a systematic way to provide appropriate psychological services to
partners of cancer patients.
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